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MUNARI di Giulia Veronesi 

 

Among the most remarkable productions of the modern Italian graphic arts are the works of Bruno 

Munari, painter, graphic artist, book designer, photographer and creator of mobiles, toys and 

children's books. As a painter he belonged in early youth to the Futurist mouvement, but left it for a 

rigorous and militant form of “abstraction” derived directly from Bauhaus. In addition, his work has 

always contained some distant suggestions of Dadaism. Yet his subtle and quizzical mind, the 

smiling elegance of his drawings and his taste for intelligent and amusing inventions frequently 

liberate him from the severe laws of abstraction and in fact from all other laws; and he them seems 

to draw near to certain trends of the French school, though again the likeness is casual and not by 

any means cultivated. 

Born at Milan in 1907, Bruno Munari began his career as a Futurist painter. Soon afterwards he 

produced his first mobiles, which he himself termed “useless machines”, and which he has 

continued to turn out ever since. The big open-air mobile which was placed in the grounds of the 

1950 Milan Fair, set in motion by every breeze and flauting its pure, cheerful colours against the 

sky, will not be so soon forgotten. It was a publicity machine which he repeated at the subsequent 

Fairs, though changing the forms and their motions and trasforming it into a fountain. His “aerial 

sculptures” of wire netting are further strange witnesses to the spatial research which he has always 

indulged in.  

His excellent graphic work, with which we are chiefly concerned here, has been done less in the 

advertising domain (in spite of his fine posters, folders and advertisements) than in than of book 

design, where we find the best specimens of his graphic talent, his mastery of the mise-en-page and 

his imagination in the planning of covers and children's books (from the text to the vignettes). The 

same taste is exemplified in his astonishing rubber toys, which were awarded a prize at the Tenth 

Triennale at Milan. 

The last book designed by Munari appeared recently. It is a monograph on the abstract Italian 

painter Atanasio Soldati in which he has achieved a perfect unity of style in the colour plates and 

thier graphic frame. A painter, Munari carries over into his grapich work his love of pure colours 

without any intermediate shades, his feeling for the precise line, for the free yet not arbitrary 

composition, for the imaginative creation which is at the same time functional.  

There are admittedly some of his books that do not respect this imperative of order and clarity. 

Among them is the curious “unreadable book”, which was a sort of interplay af moving colours and 

seemed to approach very near to some of the work of the Dadaists. 

In the same vein, Munari has produced a series of diapositives, about a hundred in all, consisting of 

coloured cellophane and other trasparent materials. These compositions of cut, torn or shaped 

elements (assembled by the artist himself) are intended for direct projection on a screen. Their 

materials retain, or rather are forced to reveal, their mysterious plastic and luminous properties, 

abstract perhaps, but free from all geometrical constraint. The plates have been projected in Studio 

24 at Milan and at the Museum of Modern Art in New York; and their succes once more proves the 

interest and value of this artist's manifold yet invariably coherent experiments. 



 



 



 



 



 









 


